Graceland Timber Harvest Plan (THP)

The Graceland Timber Harvest Plan is in the process of being approved by CalFire, whose forest practice inspectors make sure the plan complies with California’s Forest Practice Rules. Each THP follows the same format and includes a vicinity map, shown below with the Big Wheels unit designated.
Section II from the THP also has maps with the proposed silvicultural prescriptions:
Here is the acreage breakdown for each type of silviculture:

SECTION II - PLAN OF TIMBER OPERATIONS

NOTES: (1) Specific LTO operational information should be provided in Section II. (2) If a provision of this THP is proposed that is different than the standard rule, the explanation and justification should normally be included in Section III. (3) Mapping requirements are identified under 1034(x). Additional maps may be used to provide the information required, to show specific details, or to improve map clarity.

SILVICULTURE

14. a. Check the Silvicultural methods or treatments allowed by the rules that are to be applied under this THP. Specify the option chosen to demonstrate Maximum Sustained Production (MSP) according to 913.11 (933.11, 953.11). If more than one method or treatment will be used show boundaries on map and list approximate acreage for each.

[X] Clearcutting __________ 43 ac.  [☐] Shelterwood Prep. Step __________ ac.  [☐] Seed Tree Seed Step __________ ac.
[☐] Shelterwood Seed Step __________ ac.  [☐] Seed Tree Removal Step __________ ac.
[☐] Shelterwood Removal Step __________ ac.

[☐] Selection __________ ac.  [X] Group Selection __________ 1,021 ac.  [☐] Transition __________ ac.
[☐] Commercial Thinning __________ ac.  [☐] Sanitation Salvage __________ ac.  [☐] Special Treatment Area __________ ac.
[☐] Rehabilitation __________ ac.  [X] Fuelbreak __________ 178 ac.  [☐] Variable Retention __________ ac.
[☐] Aspen Restoration __________ ac.  [☐] Alternative Prescription __________ ac.  [☐] Road Right of Way __________ ac.
[☐] Conversion __________ ac.  [☐] No Harvest Area __________ ac.

Total acreage: __________ 1,242 ac. Explain if total is different from that in 8.  

MSP option: (a) [X]  (b) [□]  (c) [□]